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Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing: 10th International Conference, ICA3PP 2010, BusanSpringer, 2010


	It is our great pleasure to welcome you to the proceedings of the 10th annual event of

	the International Conference on Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing

	(ICA3PP).




	ICA3PP is recognized as the main regular event covering the many dimensions of

	parallel algorithms and architectures, encompassing...
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Dry Beans and Pulses: Production, Processing and NutritionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The common beans and pulses are diverse food resources of high nutritional value (protein, energy, fiber and vitamins and minerals) with broad social acceptance. These legume crops demonstrate global adaptability, genotypic and phenotypic diversity, and multiple means of preparation and dietary use.  Beans and pulses are produced in...
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The All-Around Horse and RiderHowell Book House, 2004
Cinch today’s top new riding techniques
In the past twenty-five years, a number of major innovations in horse handling have gained acceptance in the global community. Now Howell presents a one-stop resource for amateur adult riders to help them understand the new approaches and implement them to achieve fast results. 

Written by...
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The Cucumber for Java Book: Behaviour-Driven Development for Testers and DevelopersPragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	
		Teams working on the JVM can now say goodbye forever to misunderstood requirements, tedious manual acceptance tests, and out-of-date documentation. Cucumber - the popular, open-source tool that helps teams communicate more effectively with their customers - now has a Java version, and our bestselling Cucumber Book has been...
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Practical Java Game ProgrammingCharles River, 2004
Java is gaining more and more acceptance in the game development community,  and with good commercial-quality Java games on the market, it will become a  definitive choice. Practical Java Game Programming identifies the  technological path developers need to take to make this happen. It explores and  illustrates cutting-edge Java game...
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